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1. Problem: The TL16C754B UART correctly generates a character timeout interrupt (if IER0 set) when the
serial input (RX) has gone quiescent (continuously high) for more than four character times. The problem is
that if a new character is received after the timeout, the interrupt will be cleared. The interrupt will be
generated again if another timeout occurs. This is an error because reading the RHR (RBR) should be the
only clearing mechanism for this interrupt.
Work Around: If software is responding to an asserted INT and a read of the IIR reports no active interrupt,
then assume it is caused by a new byte being received. Check the LSR; if LSR0 (DR) is set, read the RHR
and repeat.
Severity: Moderate

2. Problem: The TL16C754B UART can present a stuck interrupt caused by the LSR being stuck at 62 (overrun
indication). The conditions are non-FIFO mode (FCR0=0), LSR error interrupts enabled (IER2=1), and the RX
input held low for an extended period. Note that the marking state for RX is high, so this last condition is
usually only seen at startup when the RX source has not yet stabilized. Since the device powers up in nonFIFO mode, the problem can occur before FIFO mode has had a chance to be enabled. Figure 1 illustrates
when the problem can occur. Each low time on the RX signal is relatively long, and since the divisor registers
power up unknown, it is impossible to say with certainty if the low times are sufficient to generate a break
character. However, assume that they are. The problem occurs only if more than one break character is
detected, which causes an overrun error since the device is in non-FIFO mode. Normally reading the LSR
clears the overrun interrupt, but if the RX signal is still low when the LSR is read, the overrun condition will
persist erroneously. Once the problem has occurred, changing from non-FIFO to FIFO mode will not clear it
out until the RX source is stable.
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Figure 1.

Work Around: The problem can be avoided by enabling only IER0 (IER2 left at default) and then waiting until
a valid (non-error) character is received. The break characters will still be detected and read as 00 in the RHR
with the correct status in the LSR. RX source has stabilized when a character with no errors present is
detected. Then IER2 can be set, and normal FIFO operation can continue.
Severity: Minor
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3. Problem: The TL16C754B can clear the just set THRE interrupt condition if the IIR read is coincident to the
THRE setting. Since IIR reads are generally asynchronous with respect to the THRE setting, the possibility
exists for this problem to occur, although it is unlikely. Reading the IIR is one of the normal clearing
mechanisms for the THRE interrupt. Most software will read the IIR only as a response to assertion of the INT
pin, which means that this overlap cannot occur. This problem is seen only on systems that logically OR the
four individual INTA,B,C, and D signals into one signal to the uP. In detecting which channel had the interrupt,
it is necessary to read all four channel's IIRs, and this is when the overlap can occur.
Normal case
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Figure 2.
Work Around: Read only the IIR that corresponds to the channel that generated the interrupt.
Severity: Minor
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Texas Instruments Incorporated and its subsidiaries (TI) reserve the right to make corrections, modifications,
enhancements, improvements, and other changes to its products and services at any time and to discontinue
any product or service without notice. Customers should obtain the latest relevant information before placing
orders and should verify that such information is current and complete. All products are sold subject to TI’s terms
and conditions of sale supplied at the time of order acknowledgment.
TI warrants performance of its hardware products to the specifications applicable at the time of sale in
accordance with TI’s standard warranty. Testing and other quality control techniques are used to the extent TI
deems necessary to support this warranty. Except where mandated by government requirements, testing of all
parameters of each product is not necessarily performed.
TI assumes no liability for applications assistance or customer product design. Customers are responsible for
their products and applications using TI components. To minimize the risks associated with customer products
and applications, customers should provide adequate design and operating safeguards.
TI does not warrant or represent that any license, either express or implied, is granted under any TI patent right,
copyright, mask work right, or other TI intellectual property right relating to any combination, machine, or process
in which TI products or services are used. Information published by TI regarding third-party products or services
does not constitute a license from TI to use such products or services or a warranty or endorsement thereof.
Use of such information may require a license from a third party under the patents or other intellectual property
of the third party, or a license from TI under the patents or other intellectual property of TI.
Reproduction of information in TI data books or data sheets is permissible only if reproduction is without
alteration and is accompanied by all associated warranties, conditions, limitations, and notices. Reproduction
of this information with alteration is an unfair and deceptive business practice. TI is not responsible or liable for
such altered documentation.
Resale of TI products or services with statements different from or beyond the parameters stated by TI for that
product or service voids all express and any implied warranties for the associated TI product or service and
is an unfair and deceptive business practice. TI is not responsible or liable for any such statements.
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